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Hello to all, 

• Here's the latest regarding our friend: 

The most recent Interrogation Plan has been signed off on by the appropriate (all•themay up to the 2 Star) 
DOD individuals. As it presently stands, tomorrow night (10/0212002 - Wednesday © 2300 hours) # 063 
will be picked up 'at the Brig (totally manacled, hooded, and gagged) for transport to Delta. After the 
transport, the detainee will be un-hooded allowed to look around to ensure that he is in fact at Delta. He 
will then be taken to one of the CTC trailers where he will'be asked four (4)'core' questions. If he is 
uncooperative, as everyone believes IYe will be, he will then be immediately transported to a holding cell at 
Camp X-Ray. 	 • 

Once at X-Ray, the DHS will begin the interrogation process with 2 interrogators and one of their . 
 'Behavioral Scientistsrobserving. After a 6 hour session, the DHS has'ano 	o continue with the 

scenario. The lead team will then take the third 6 hour session (myself and 	been specifically 
asked to observe thisteam from a strictly behavioral perspective). After this 18 hour • eriod, the detainee 
will be allowed to rest for 4 hours before the process Will begin again for a yet-to-be determined time 
frame. 

land  I made it very clear that we would be available for observation only-for the initial time at Delta and 
then for the initial lead DHS team 6 hour session. After that, we will be ''on call" should something positive 
happen. We had an hour meeting this afternoon with all DHS team personnel to get everyone up to speed 
on what was happening. The DHS group, including Lt. CoifI feels confident that this will do what 
needs to be done to obtain # 063's cooperation., 
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has been fully briefedof this situation. 

It is our recommendation I 	 and myself) that should FBIHQ wantio send . 
anyone down to question # 063 concerning FBI issues, that they'wait at least a week after the 
aforementioned DHS mission has been completed. 

Obviously, the above is subject to change. I will advise as appropriate. 

FRANK BATTLE, 

FBI018224CBT 
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